CRIME SUMMARY REPORT
The Manchester Police Department handled 1008
calls for service the month of January, 2019
Below is a summary of those events:
1/3/19
800 Blk Rockhurst
Stealing
Resident/victim reported their vehicle stolen during the overnight hours. The victim had
parked the vehicle on the street at 8pm on 1/2/19 then noticed it missing the following
morning. The vehicle has been entered into the systems as stolen. A detective is
investigating the incident.
1/3/19
359 Old Meramec Station
Property Damage
Superintendent at Schroeder Park reported property damage to a trailer parked behind the
tennis courts. A window had been broken along with other dents on the side of the trailer.
This occurred between 5pm on 1/2/19 and 8:15am 1/3/19.
1/4/19
14181 Manchester Rd
Theft of Motor Fuel
Employee at the PetroMart reported a suspect pumping $29.94 worth of fuel then driving
off. A description of the vehicle, which displayed a temp tag and the suspect’s
description were given to police. The detective bureau is investigation the incident.
1/4/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported a stealing by a suspect ringing up items using a UPC tag of a
lower priced item. The suspect had left the store but was located by security. A positive
ID of the suspect was made and they were arrested.
1/4/19
14260 Manchester Rd
Stealing
Academy Sports security reported a stealing by an employee who had been placing
refunds on gift cards and then using the gift cards to buy personal items. The suspect had
been doing this from 10/20/18 until 1/3/19. The suspect was arrested and charged with
stealing over $750.00.
1/5/19
14260 Manchester Rd
Stealing
Academy Sports security reported a stealing by two employees. Both suspects were
making fake transactions by using the stores gift cards, then making purchases for
themselves. The two were arrested for stealing, one suspect charge for stealing over
$750.00 and the other for stealing under $750.00.

1/5/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported two suspects seen on surveillance footage scanning items and
bagging other items that were not scanned. The items not scanned totaled $168.61. The
suspect was located by security and brought back the Loss Prevention office. The police
were called and the two subjects were arrested.
1/6/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported a delayed stealing. On numerous occasions a suspect had been
making purchases by using a lower price UPC code on higher price items, this occurred
from 11/12/18-1/6/19. The total loss was $694.96. A copy of the surveillance footage
and still photos have been provided and a detective is investigating the incidents.
1/7/19
14206 Manchester Rd
Stealing/Fraud with the use of a credit device
An employee/victim with Plato’s Closet reported their credit/debit card was stolen from
their wallet while at work. An unauthorized transaction was made for $317.85 and
another was declined for $167.50. The second transaction was attempted at Walgreens,
13992 Manchester Rd. The victim has cancelled their bank card and will file a report with
their bank. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/7/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported a delayed stealing that happened on 1/4/19. The incident
involved two suspects returning a television. Store security watched as the cashier
looked inside the box to match serial numbers on the back of the television with the box
number. The suspects received a refund of $591.57 in cash. The two exited the business
and security looked at the inside TV and noticed the return was a smaller TV. Security
went outside to see if they could locate the suspects, they did see the vehicle leaving the
lot. A license plate number and description of the vehicle were provided. A detective is
investigating the incident.
1/8/19
300 Blk Autumn Creek
Burglary
Resident was on vacation between 12/21/18-1/2/19. When they returned home they
noticed some keys and $1,800 cash missing from a black box that was kept in their
bedroom. No forced entry point could be located. A detective is investigating the
incident.

1/8/19
110 Old Meramec Station
Stealing
Owner of Canopy Home Builders reported an employee had taken tools home to charge
for the night and never showed back to work the next day. The tools were worth
$1,453.47. The owner went to the suspect’s home but he was gone along with his
belongings. The owner provided the name and a phone number for the suspect. A
detective is investigating the incident.
1/8/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported at 1:35pm a suspect had exited the business from the
automotive department with 2 vacuums worth $438.00. The description of the vehicle,
plate number and subject were provided for the detective bureau who is investigating.
1/11/19
300 Blk Spring Meadows
Property Damage
A resident had reported a vehicle that was parked across from their residence had a
drivers’ window shattered. The resident was not sure who the vehicle belonged to but
noticed that the damage occurred overnight. Two other residents in the area reported
vehicle windows broken. The damaged looks to be from a BB gun. The detective bureau
is investigating.
1/11/19
100 Blk Baxter Heights
Stealing
Family members of a resident reported that their parents’ home had several items
missing. They noticed various pieces of jewelry, along with a 66 piece sterling silver
dinner set missing. They have various nurses and physical therapist in and out of the
home to care for their parents. Estimates and appraisals for the stolen items totaled
$37,000. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/12/19
14425 Andersohn
Stealing
Kohl’s reported that 5 suspects had entered the business, 2 adults and 3 teens, they
separated and shopped around. One suspect went to the customer service counter to apply
for a credit card. When asked to see a driver’s license the suspect told the worker it was
in the car. The other subjects had concealed items and were up front by the doors. When
leaving the security alarm sounded. The suspects fled the area in a vehicle driven by one
of the suspects. A copy of the surveillance footage will be provided to the detective who
is investigating the incident.

1/13/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security checked on a returned TV in the customer service area due to recent
fraudulent returns. They checked the box and it did not have the correct TV inside.
Security then reviewed surveillance footage and found that on 1/10/19 at around 1730 the
suspect enters the business, returns the TV and receives $602.05 cash with a receipt from
the Florissant Walmart. A copy of the surveillance footage and a statement has been
provided. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/13/19
359 Old Meramec Station
Arson
An Officer responded to Schroeder Park for a large fire. Upon arrival a trailer behind the
basketball court was engulfed in flames. The fire may have been started by fireworks,
some were found nearby and a resident heard a “bang” before the fire started. A
detective is investigating the incident.
1/13/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security reported a delayed stealing that occurred on 12/9/18 at 3:00pm. A
suspect was seen on surveillance footage in the electronics department looking at various
display items and checking the security straps. The suspect was able to take a computer
from a display and conceal it. The suspect then picked up a charger and concealed that as
well. The suspect left through the automotive department door and entered a vehicle. A
copy of the footage has been provided, a detective is investigating the incident.
1/14/19
421 Lafayette Center
Stealing
Dierbergs security reported a suspect was seen on surveillance footage concealing
various items then walking out without paying. Security located the suspect and brought
them back into the business. The suspect was arrested and all items were returned to the
business.
1/14/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart security was notified by a morning supervisor regarding a stealing on 1/10/19 at
7:00am. After reviewing surveillance footage a suspect had taken $68.64 worth of
makeup and had discarded the packaging in the housewares isle then exited the business
without paying for the items. A copy of the surveillance footage has been provided to the
detective bureau who is investigating the incident.
1/15/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Received a Bad Check
First Community Credit Union received a call from a manufacturing company in Texas
regarding the passing of a bad check. The check had a correct account and routing
number but the check number was not a real number. A detective is investigating the
incident.

1/16/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Delayed Stealing
Walmart security reported on 1/15/19 at around 3:57pm a suspect entered the business
through the automotive department. He selected a suitcase, took the tags off, then
entered the area with vacuums and places 2 vacuums into the suitcase (total value $692).
The suspect then exits through the automotive department and enters a vehicle waiting on
the lot. A copy of the footage and the description of the vehicle and a plate number were
provided. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/17/19
700 Blk Windingpath
Property Damage
Victim reported the rear driver’s window of his vehicle was broken out. Nothing was
missing from inside the vehicle. Police suspect it was possibly a BB gun that caused the
damage.
1/17/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
A customer/victim at the local Walmart reported a cell phone stolen on 1/11/19 between
2:45 and 3:30pm. The victim had set the phone on the service desk and walked away,
when she returned the phone was gone. Surveillance footage showed a suspect picking up
the phone. Unknown subject made a couple of purchases with the phone through
Amazon, the shipments were canceled before they shipped. A detective is investigating
the incident.
1/17/19
14305 Manchester Rd
Stealing
A customer/victim at Roy’s Auto Repair reported their vehicle stolen after dropping it off
on 1/15/19 at 8:00am. The vehicle was in a bay to be repaired all day and overnight, then
a worker moved it to the lot on 1/16/19 at 9:00am with the keys in it. The victim came
back in the afternoon of 1/17/19 and the vehicle was gone. Surveillance footage was
reviewed and a copy will be provided. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/18/19
300 Blk Spring Meadows
Burglary
Victim reported his handgun and gun box missing upon his return from being out of town
12-29-18 until 1-17-19. Evidence shows the suspect entered through the bathroom
window. Nothing else was disturbed or missing. A detective is investigating the
incident.
1/19/19
14425 Andersohn
Stealing
Kohl’s Security reported three suspects entered the business and grabbed a large amount
of sports apparel, then left in a dark SUV. A copy of the surveillance footage and list of
items will be provided. A detective is investigating the incident.

1/19/19
201 Highlands
Stealing
Walmart security had two suspects in custody that were viewed stealing in the selfcheckout area. Items taken totaled $266.06. The two suspects were arrested and items
returned to the business.
1/20/19
421 Lafayette Center
Stealing
Store manager of Dierbergs reported a suspect concealing items and exited the store
without paying. The suspect was confronted by the manager, then went back into the
store and paid for a couple items, but not all. The suspect was located by an officer in the
parking lot and they found the additional items totaling $84.41. The suspect was issued a
citation due to having medical issues and was sent to a hospital.
1/21/19
14181 Manchester Rd
Theft of Motor Fuel
PetroMart employee reported a drive off that totaled $30.05 worth of fuel. A description
was provided of the suspect along with the vehicle license plate. A detective is
investigating the incident.
1-22-19
14400 Manchester Rd
Assault
Suspect fled the scene of a vehicle accident in Ellisville, MO and continued to travel at a
high rate of speed eastbound on Manchester Road. After hitting another vehicle and
spinning out of control, officers approached the vehicle at which time the suspect struck
the officers vehicle and took off again. Officers chased after the suspect who then
crashed his vehicle on Hwy 141 near Briarhurst, then fled on foot. Suspect was
apprehended and arrested on multiple charges.
1/22/19
14529 Manchester Rd
Stealing
Walgreens security reported a stealing of prescription drugs by an employee. Surveillance
footage showed the suspect taking the medications. The suspect was arrested.
1/23/19
151 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Store security with Best Buy Stores received an email from an employee with
information of a possible stealing. The employee had seen two suspects on 1/19/19 at
2:00pm looking suspicious regarding a laptop. After an officer reviewed the surveillance
tape there is not enough evidence to confirm anything was stolen.

1/24/19
100 Blk Woods Mill Rd
Auto Theft
Employee/victim with Autos of Europe reported their personal vehicle was parked
on the lot, near the corner of United Methodist Church at 1:15pm. Victim
returned at 2:30pm and the vehicle was gone, the victim stated he left the keys in
the vehicle. No witnesses or cameras in the area, the vehicle has been entered
in as stolen. A detective is investigating the incident.
1/24/19
301 Highlands Blvd
Pass Bad Check
Security with Costco Warehouse reported receiving Bad Checks (2 incidents).
One suspect had made a purchase on 10/24/18 in the amount of $1,611.16, the
second suspect had made a purchase on 11/18/18 in the amount of $128.09.
Both suspects had been sent 10-Day letters at 3 different times, each had stated
they would make good. At this time neither incident has been resolved. A
detective is investigating each incident.
1/24/19

201 Highlands Blvd
14425 Andersohn
Fraud/use of a credit device
A victim reported fraudulent charges to their bank account. The victim had four
unauthorized charges on their bank card totaling $989.01. Two charges were
made on 1/9/19 at the Walmart and two were made on 1/10/19 at Kohl’s. They
have cancelled the card and working with their bank to file all fraud paperwork.
1/25/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart Security reported a delayed stealing that occurred on 12/31/18 for
$113.95, this amount was placed on a gift card due to not having a receipt. The
suspect then selected some items and went to a self –check but did not scan the
all the items, so the business was out a total of $129.20. A copy of the footage
has been provided along with license number and vehicle description. A
detective is investigating the incident.
1/25/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart Security reported a suspect was attempting to return a TV and security
checked the box and the wrong TV was in the box, it was an LG TV in a
Samsung box. The store has been having incidents like this and believe it was
the same suspect. The suspect stated their girlfriend had bought it at another
location earlier in the day but the suspect wanted a different series. The suspect
was arrested.

1/26/19
201 Highlands Blvd
Stealing
Walmart Security reported a delayed stealing that occurred on 1/24/19 at
7:30pm. A suspect was seen on surveillance footage placing various electronic
items totaling $533.82 in a cart. The suspect meets up with another person and
the two push the cart out without paying. The surveillance footage and
description of the two along with the vehicle they left in has been provided. A
detective is investigating the incident.
1/31/19
1021 Howard George
Pass Bad Check (4 different)
The Veterinary Specialty Services reported receiving a bad checks from 4 different
clients.
One incident was a total of $2,677.92 (2 separate checks dated 1/15/17 & 1/20/17). One
was for the amount of $1,674.00 dated 2/13/17. One was in the amount of $202.66 dated
2/3/18 and the last one was in the amount of $305.80 dated 5/13/18. All clients were sent
two 10-day letters with no responses. An officer made attempts to contact all and two of
the four stated they would pay the amounts by 2/2/19, the other two the officer did not
make contact. The detective bureau is investigating the incidents.

Anyone with information regarding any of the incidents listed above is encouraged to
contact Det. Sgt. Dan Rehm at 636-227-1410 ext. 117.

Synopsis of arrests made during the same period:
8 subject was arrested for Stealing
2 subjects were arrested for Assault
6 subjects were arrested for Shoplifting
35 subjects were arrested for Fugitive Wants or Warrants
1 subject was arrested for Forgery
7 subjects were arrested for Driving While License Revoked/Suspended
1 subject was arrested for Driving While Intoxicated
1 subject was arrested for Stealing of a Motor Vehicle
2 subjects were arrested for Resisting Arrest
6 subjects were arrested for Narcotics Violations

